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This update fixes category permissions which are now respected by RSS, blocks, searches and
the Xoops user-profile. SEO is also improved with dynamically generated meta tags.

The search form now correctly requires a key-word entry to minimise server load and a number
of other minor issues have been addressed. These include some missing icons and an admin
display problem with IE.

Unfortunately, despite my best efforts the URL re-writing feature still refuses to work, although I
have retained the option in this RC, just in case someone wants to debug it!.

Changes:

- Blocks, RSS, search and profile all respect category permissions.
- Meta description tag and keywords are now generated dynamically.
- Admin ad-listing now shows the latest ads first by default.

See changelog for bug-fixes.

Download from the 'Files' page at:

http://dev.xoops.org/modules/xfmod/project/?cat_ads_153

Peekay. 
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